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1. Facilitate the **lawful access** to and reuse of research data
2. **Determine** the rights to and responsibilities for the data
3. **Balance** the legal interests
4. State the rights **transparently and clearly**
5. Promote the **harmonization** of rights in research data
6. Provide proper **attribution and credit** for research data
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Christof Bruch, Bob Chen, Gail Clement, Simon Hodson

I. INTRODUCTION
The Research Data Alliance – CODATA Interest Group on Legal Interoperability of Research Data (RDA-CODATA IG) released its output, Legal Interoperability of Research Data: Principles and Guidelines to explain how open research data should be made widely available in order to achieve legal interoperability in the ideal case (Uhlir et al, 2016, http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.162311). The Interest Group’s recommendation to release
The aim of the renewal is to explore measures which can help bridge the gap between the ‘open by default’ premise reflected in the *Principles and Guidelines* and the real-world needs of many researchers / research institutions for a more balanced approach to data access and reuse.
The proposed objectives of a renewed Interest Group are to:

1. To document use cases where communities of practice report barriers to implementing the *Principles and Guidelines*.

2. To explore possible solutions to accommodate stakeholders' needs.

3. To identify opportunities to create future working groups that will address specific issues concerning legal interoperability, and assess community priorities as to the most important activity to pursue in 2020.

4. To prepare a Case Statement in support of one or more Working Groups to address the barriers to implementation and their solutions.
1. Facilitate the lawful access to and reuse of research data
2. Determine the rights to and responsibilities for the data
3. Balance the legal interests
4. State the rights **transparently and clearly**
5. Promote the **harmonization** of rights in research data
6. Provide proper attribution and credit for research data
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